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The Origin of the Banana: 

Denial and Discovery of Absurdity in The Eyre Affair 

 

 Between hyphen-farting bookworms, wingless, domesticated dodos, a hotel full of men 

named Milton, and an impossibly happy ending, The Eyre Affair can seem more silly than 

absurd, at least in the literary sense of the word. The way each plot thread resolves itself at the 

end is especially problematic—if the book’s characters and their society are all content with the 

denouement, it is hard to make an argument for an absurdist lack of meaning in their lives. The 

argument becomes much easier, however, when the reason for their happiness is noted: 

ignorance.  

Most of the characters in The Eyre Affair are only theoretically aware of time’s shifting 

fabric, so it is understandable that they don’t acknowledge its effects. Thursday, however, is 

given insight into this temporal manipulation by means of her father, yet she is equally unwilling 

to confront time travel’s philosophical implications. The contrasting perspective of Thursday’s 

father and her ferocious refusal to take his perspective into account allow readers to see just how 

meaningless life in the Nextian universe really is, and places The Eyre Affair soundly in the 

absurdist genre. 

 The absurdist tradition in literature is marked by themes like humanity’s lack of 

meaningful experience and universal truth, loneliness and confusion, and other philosophical 

aspects of nihilism and existentialism. Absurdism differs from existentialism in that it conveys 

these themes through convoluted or nonsensical plot and character elements, and there is no 
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denying that hodgepodge plot abounds in The Eyre Affair.  The real point of contention lies in 

whether this nonsense culminates in loneliness and lack of truth. 

Thursday is confronted with this question each time her father shows up and stops time, 

and the one point where she is completely cognizant of time travel’s revisionary power is when 

Colonol Next arrives, presents her with a long, yellow fruit, and tells her that he’s about to plant 

it in the past. She doesn’t recognize it until after he departs. After that, she is suddenly able to 

name the fruit “banana.”  

This is perhaps the most profoundly absurd moment in the novel. By introducing the fruit 

in the past, Colonel Next implants knowledge (here the schema for “banana”) where none 

existed before. And as readers, we might presume that many others in Thursday’s world also 

gained knowledge of the banana at this moment; however, if we suppose that knowledge is 

gained through experience, not everyone in the world now recognizes this yellow fruit. So when 

Colonel Next changes history at large, does he also change millions of personal histories? Does 

Thursday’s banana schema also include memories of eating chopped bananas as a child, of 

sharing banana splits on high school dates? Could bananas actually be her favorite food, and 

could a snack banana materialize in her handbag just as it materializes in her consciousness?  

These are questions that have profound philosophical and practical implications. If an 

individual ChronoGuard officer can change the content of one’s past experiences by simply 

planting a fruit, that same officer can likely plant something with more intense consequence, like 

an atomic bomb, in the past. This could alter not only the content of individual experience but 

the very existence of individual experience: Thursday might not have been born if any number of 

circumstances in the past were changed.   Colonel Next’s introduction of the banana opens her 
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eyes to the possibility that truth and the reality of experience are infinitely malleable, and 

therefore meaningless. 

 Despite the fact that this revelation is the very epitome of absurdity, Thursday doesn’t 

dwell on her recognition of the banana for even a moment. Instead, she dismisses it in order to 

resume her fraught, confessional conversation with Landen, and she never revisits the topic. In 

fact, when she and Landen are interrupted with her father’s befuddling time warp shenanigans at 

their wedding, she avoids thinking about his comments on Shakespeare’s authorship and the 

circumstances of Admiral Nelson’s death. She tells Landen, “Don’t even try to figure it out” 

(371), and when he interjects, “But if!—”, Thursday cuts him off violently: “‘Landen!—’ I said 

more severely. ‘No!—”.  

The repeated denial and its level of fervor with its almost Dickinsonian “No!—” serve to 

effectively highlight the absurdist foundations on which the story stands.   Thursday’s adamant 

refusal to even contemplate the consequences of her father’s occupation is a natural reaction to 

absurdity; time travel calls the reality of every moment and the autonomy of every action into 

question, and those are scary, outlook-changing possibilities to consider. 

 Indeed, she is in a unique position, as she is not subject to the secrecy experienced by 

other relatives of non-rogue ChronoGuard agents. And the members of the general public are not 

aware of time travel’s significance, so they cannot be blamed for their denial of meaningless 

existence. However, the fact that those burdened with proof of the absurd (such as Thursday) 

choose not to grapple with its implications reflects the deep-seated anxieties that arise from the 

lack of truth and existence as most people know them.   
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Thursday seems not only unable to confront the implications of time travel, but also 

unable to acknowledge its reality in some cases. When talking to her former commanding 

officer, Phelps, she takes a stance on the Crimean War strategy by saying, “I think, sir, that those 

lives have already been lost and no decision we can make in any direction can change that” (80). 

From what Thursday knows about the ChronoGuard, she could easily infer that a certain 

direction could bring back the dead: the backward direction in time. Although she doesn’t know 

the details, someone could presumably go back in time and save her brother’s life. Yet she 

doesn’t even entertain the idea that history might be changed. In this situation, where life and 

death hang in the balance, she is even blinder to absurdity than usual. For Thursday, what is even 

scarier than her life being meaningless is the possibility that her brother’s death was meaningless 

too.  

Overall, though, time does seem to be on Thursday’s side: she catches the criminal, fixes 

the book’s plot, and wins back her own love interest in one fell swoop. Even the long-standing 

imbroglio of the Crimean war gets solved in a matter of hours. So the circumstances of her life 

do allow her to construct meaning, at least for the duration of the first book in the series. The 

bow on top these pretty little plot threads is tied when Thursday murmurs to Landen, “‘I left 

something behind in the Crimea...but I think I’ve found it again’” (356). This is a gross 

oversimplification of how she gets to where she is, but she is content not to question the forces of 

time at work in her life.  

Colonel Next’s project of reminding readers about absurdity throughout the book is 

certainly made more difficult by Thursday’s happy endings, but he makes a valiant effort. He 

periodically stops time throughout the narrative in order to announce various time-travel related 

tidbits to his daughter, even though she doesn’t always take to these interruptions kindly. One of 
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his drop-ins occurs right as she’s about to talk to Landen for the first time in years, and as she 

puts it, “Dad’s timing could not have been worse” (115). He again intrudes on the couple 

“enjoying a quiet moment” to themselves at their wedding (366). His most welcome visit, 

however, is during the SpecOps agents’ shoot-out with Hades, when he acts as a deus ex 

machina of sorts.  It is interesting to note that the two unwelcome visits occur at times when 

Thursday is actively seeking a particular goal (amorous reunion with Landen). At these times, 

she finds the possibility of different outcomes especially agitating because she is so close to or in 

the process of achieving her dreams.  

By acting as a foil to Thursday’s close-mindedness in regard to time travel and the 

malleability of truth, Colonel Next reminds readers that the novel’s reality is one subject to 

drastic change, and that time is constantly “out of joint.” For him, absurdity and meaninglessness 

is not a particularly threatening concept. As he tells Thursday, “Given the huge timescale of the 

cosmos, impossible things are commonplace. When you’ve lived as long as I have you’ll know 

that absolutely anything is possible” (370).   

Although he does strive to “set time right,” Colonel Next realizes that he can never 

understand the complexities of the universe, and is therefore happy to be the plaything of time’s 

fickle ways. In contrast to Thursday’s fear of the lack of universal truth and experience, her 

father embraces all the possibilities and paradoxes that time travel has to offer. Rather than 

seeing absurdity as a mire of loneliness and maybe even erasure, he enjoys the impossibility of 

everyday experience. If meaning precludes that life has to follow a set of predictable rules, 

Colonel Next prefers meaninglessness.  

 


